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ARC FLASH PROTECTION RELAYARC FLASH
ARC-i-TEC



I-Gard’s commitment to electrical safety provides both industrial and commercial 
customers with the products needed to protect their electrical equipment and the 
people that operate them.

As the only electrical-safety focused company whose product portfolio includes 
neutral grounding resistors, high-resistance grounding systems and optical arc 
mitigation, we take pride in our technologies that reduce the frequency and 
impact of electrical hazards, such as arc flash and ground faults.

For those customers who have purchased from us over the last 30 years, you 
know us for the quality and robustness of our products, our focus on customer 
service and technical leadership. We build on this foundation by investing 
in developing new products in electrical safety education - including EFC 
scholarship program - by actively participating in the IEEE community programs 
on technical and electrical safety standard, and working with local universities 
at discovering new technologies. We remain unrelenting in our goal of improving 
electrical safety in the workplace.

Our commitment to excellence is validated by long-standing relationships 
with industry leaders in fields as diverse as oil and gas, hospitals, automotive, 
data centers, food processing, aerospace, water and waste water plants, and 
telecommunications. We provide them with the product and application support 
required to ensure that their electrical distribution system is safe and reliable.

ABOUT I-GARD
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Arc Flash is the result of a rapid release of energy due to an arcing fault occurring phase to phase, phase 
to neutral or phase to ground causing severe damage to equipment and personnel. Commonly known as a 
discharge of electricity between two or more conductors, an arc flash can result in large values of pressure, 
heat and light released. The energy released by an arcing event is proportional to the voltage, current and the 
duration of the event.

An arc flash progresses at a speed of 30 m/s, burning and consuming all materials in the short circuit current 
path. The arc remains as long as there is enough power to maintain it. In order to extinguish an arc the 
protection system must detect the presence of the arc and provide a trip signal to an interrupting device to 
isolate the arc immediately.

1. INFORMATION ON ARC PROTECTION

The ARC-i-TEC utilized solid state relay technology that ensures the tripping sequence occurs in the shortest 
possible time, reaching the trip coil of the supply circuit breakers in less than 1 ms after the arc has been 
detected and the pre-set current value has been exceeded.

The ARC-i-TEC is customizable to suit the specific arrangements of the switchgear and can be deployed using 
light and current or light only for detection purposes.

The I-Gard ARC-i-TEC utilizes continuous monitoring processes to ensure the optical sensors are functional at 
all times.

2. ARC-i-TEC INTRODUCTION

The I-Gard ARC-i-TEC reduces incident energy. Optical 
sensors detect and de-energize the arc flash hazard 
or arcing event resulting in a safer electrical system, 
protecting personnel and equipment.

The ARC-i-TEC Arc Protection System provides the 
capability to configure the trip functions of the Arc 
Protection System to match multiple different power 
distribution designs and alternate switching arrangements.
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3. OPERATION

Figure 1: Typical ARC-i-TEC Application Drawing
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3.1 Indication

Power LED indicator:
A green LED on the front of the ARC-i-TEC displays the status of the control voltage

LED Off: No control voltage or ARC-i-TEC defective
LED Slow Flashing: Normal, control voltage is normal
LED Steady On: Control voltage too low or ARC-i-TEC defective

Trip LED:
A red LED on the front of the ARC-i-TEC displays the status of the arc flash relays

LED off: No trip
LED Steady on: One of the Sensors detected a flash that met the programmed conditions and tripped the            
        companion relay

ERROR LED:
Programmable to show red when one or a combination of sensor error, programming error or software errors 
are detected.

3.1.1 Latching Trip Indicator

The ARC-i-TEC has an electromagnetic status indicator which provides trip indication. The indicator will 
show “red” after any one of the four relays trip due to its programmed formula being met. The indicator 
will maintain the same status even if the control power is lost after tripping a breaker (if the control power 
supply to the ARC-i-TEC is taken from the load side of the breaker). The electromagnetic SYM indicator can 
be manually reset by momentarily depressing the reset push button. 

3.1.2 PROG Button

Used to program or change the programming of the ARC-i-TEC in conjunction with the ARC-i-TEC SYM as 
detailed in section  4. A single press serves to assign a system address. A five second press and hold is 
used to clear an ARC-i-TEC SYM lock

3.1.3 TEST Button

A single press is used to test a relay without allowing the relays to actually trip.  A five second press and 
hold is used to test while allowing the relay to trip.

3.1.4 RESET Button
A single press is used to reset a relay. A five second press and hold is used to clear a relay memory.
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3.2 Flash Sensors

The ARC-i-TEC has built in provision for up to twelve optical flash sensors. Each optical flash sensor can detect 
a high intensity flash and is tuned to pick up in the infra-red range on the electromagnetic spectrum. Figure XXX 
shows the frequency response of the sensors. Once a flash is detected the ARC-i-TEC will trip the corresponding 
relay in under 1 ms provided the sensor is programmed to trip on light only. If the sensor is programmed to trip on 
light and over current then the ARC-i-TEC  will search for an over current signal. If and only if this signal is found the 
ARC-i-TEC will trip the corresponding relay, again in under 1 ms.

Two types of flash sensor are available: both come with a 20 foot cable (other custom lengths are available) that 
contains two conductors and a shield to protect against electromagnetic noise interference. Sensors can be 
mounted directly in a cell/panel or on the outer wall with the sensor element popping through a hole in the panel if 
there are space constraints. See Section 10 for dimensional drawings.

The ARC-i-TEC continuously monitors the function of the arc sensors. Any failure of the sensors results in a signal to 
the ERROR LED.

3.2.1 Trip Relays

Flash trip relays are solid state and are capable of tripping in less than 1 ms. Relays one and two have a 
form A N.O.  contact for AC and a polarity sensitive set of DC contacts for alarm circuits. Relays three and 
four each have one form C contact for alarm circuits.

Flash sensors 1, 2 and 3 provide signals to relay 1.
Flash sensors 4, 5 and 6 provide signals to relay 2.
Flash sensors 7, 8 and 9 provide signals to relay 3.
Flash sensors 10, 11 and 12 provide signals to relay 4.

Each flash trip relay can be individually programmed for operation on light only or light and over current.

Figure 2: Flash Sensor Spectral Response
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4. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Control Power:
 10VA AC or 10W DC
 80-240 V AC/DC +/- 10%

Temperature Range (Celsius):
 Operating Temperature: -40 to +65
 Storage Temperature: -40 to +85

Dielectric:
 Relay contacts to chassis:
  1480V rms. For 1 minute

Control Terminals to chassis:
 1480V rms. For 1 minute

Output Contacts
Trip Relays 1 and 2:
 Type: “A” N.O. (Normally Open)
 Rating: 10A @ 240V AC
  8A @ 24 V DC
 Operating Time: < 1ms

 Type: Polarity sensitive DC  N.O.
           Rating: 8A DC @ 24V DC
             100W @ 240V DC
 Operating Time: < 1ms

Trip Relays 3 and 4:
 Type: “C”
 Rating: 10A @ 240V AC
  8A @ 24V DC 
  1/2HP @ 240V AC
 Operating Time: < 7ms  typ. (excluding bounce)

Physical:
 Weight:  0.50 kg (0.00 lbs)
 Dimension: See Figure 4

Mounting:
 DIN Rail 35 mm
 Two Screw #8 x ¾” (M4 x 20 mm)

I-Gard reserves the right to change specifications of its 
products without notice.

3.3 Test

The “flash only” mode can be tested by activating a high intensity flash light source within line of sight of the 
flash sensor.
The “flash and over current” test mode can be tested by direct injection of over current into one of the three phase 
current sensors AND activating a high intensity flash light source within line of sight of the flash sensor.

PROG:  single press serves to assign a system address
A five second press and hold is used to clear a SETUP lock of ARC-i-TEC SYM

TEST:  A single press is used to test a relay without allowing the relays to actually trip
A five second press and hold is used to test while allowing the relay to trip

RESET:  A single press is used to reset all relays and FLAG trip status
A five second press and hold is used to clear a relay memory (digital IN counters, ARC SENSOR counters).

Buttons Function
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Communication Peripherals
1. ARC-i-TEC-SYM A
2. ARC-i-TEC-SYM B
3. ARC-i-TEC-SYM COM

Digital Input/Output
4.  Programmable Output: OUT1
5.  Programmable Input: IN0
     Programmable Output: OUT0
6.  Programmable Input: IN1
7.  Programmable Input: IN2

Terminal 3 is also used as the  
COMMON terminal for all  digital IN/
OUT channels.

CT
9. Phase A Input (1k/1 )
10. Phase A COM (1k/1 )
11. Phase A Input (5k/1 )
12. Phase B Input (1k/1 )
13. Phase B COM (1k/1 )
14. Phase B Input (5k/1 )
15. Phase C Input (1k/1 )
16. Phase C COM (1k/1 )
17. Phase C Input (5k/1 )

Trip Relays
39, 40.  Universal N.O. Contact for Relay 1
41. DC N.O. Contact for Relay 1 (Positive)
42. DC N.O. Contact for Relay1(Negative)
43, 44.  Universal N.O. Contact for Relay 2
45. DC N.O. Contact for Relay 2 (Positive)
46. DC N.O. Contact for Relay 2 (Negative)
47. N.O. Contact for Relay 3
48. Relay 3 COM
49. NC Contact for Relay 3
50. N.O. Contact for Relay 4
51. Relay 4 COM
52. NC Contact for Relay 4

Figure 3: ARC-i-TEC Connection Diagram

Control Power
18. Line
37. Neutral
38. Ground

Flash Sensors
18. Flash 1
19. Flash 1 Self Test
20. Flash 1/Shield
21. Flash 2
22. Flash 2 Self Test
23. Flash 2/Shield
24. Flash 3
25. Flash 3 Self Test
26. Flash 3/Shield
27. Flash 4
28. Flash 4 Self Test
29. Flash 4/Shield
30. Flash 5
31. Flash 5 Self Test
32. Flash 5/Shield
33. Flash 6
34. Flash 6 Self Test
35. Flash 6/Shield

Flash Sensors
53. Flash 7
54. Flash 7 Self Test
55. Flash 7/Shield
56. Flash 8
57. Flash 8 Self Test
58. Flash 8/Shield
59. Flash 9
60. Flash 9 Self Test
61. Flash 9/Shield
62. Flash 10
63. Flash 10 Self Test
64. Flash 10/Shield
65. Flash 11
66. Flash 11 Self Test
67. Flash 11/Shield
68. Flash 12
69. Flash 12 Self Test
70. Flash 12/Shield

ARC Group1= ARC Channel1 OR ARC Channel2 OR ARC Channel3
ARC Group2= ARC Channel4 OR ARC Channel5 OR ARC Channel6
ARC Group3= ARC Channel7 OR ARC Channel8 OR ARC Channel9

Relay X trip formula= [(trigger source A) OR (trigger source B)] AND  [(trigger source C) OR (trigger source D)]

Program 4 Relay Logic formulas as followings:
Relay 1 trip formula= (3Ph Over I)                                       working mode= Normally OPEN

Relay 2 trip formula= (3Ph Over I) AND (ARC Group1)      working mode= Normally OPEN

Relay 3 trip formula= (3Ph Over I) AND (ARC Group2)     working mode= Relay 1 Backup 100mS

Relay 4 trip formula= Any ARC Group                                working mode= Normally OPEN

USE ARC-I-TEC SYM FINISH THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM
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5. DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS

Refer to Figure 5 for ARC-i-TEC SYM dimensions. The ARC-i-TEC SYM is designed to be mounted with four #6-32 x 
1/2” mounting screws which are included with the display.

Suggested panel cut-out dimensions are shown below.

Figure 5: Suggested Panel Cut-Out Dimensions - inches (millimetres)

Figure 4: ARC-i-TEC Dimensions (Inches)
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Figure 6: SENSOR-L1 Flash Sensor

Figure 7: SENSOR-L2 Flash Sensor



www.i-gard.com
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sales@i-gard.com 


